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History of the System (1)

- previous name: CoUnSiL 1.0
- developed in 2016, presented at ICCHP 2016
- a Java application, based on UltraGrid and CoUniverse technologies → CoUnSiL
History of the System (2)

- **pros:**
  - high quality of video and audio – high resolution and framerate
  - low latency
  - perfect conditions for remote sign language interpreting

- **cons:**
  - extremely complicated setup
  - excessive requirements for network bandwidth and configuration
  - low stability and reliability

Complete rebuild started
State of the Art (1)

- All mainstream systems passed an extensive development during pandemic years, including their accessibility
  - Accessibility of user interface
  - Features allowing accessible communication

- However, they still lacking:
  - When conditions of a remote/hybrid teaching are too complex
  - Adequate conditions of sign language interpreting and STTR
State of the Art (2)

Examples what is missing:

- video
  - sharing more than one screen/document by a participant
  - transmitting more than one video by a participant

- speech-to-text reporting (captioning)
  - some systems do not support input from a human transcriber
  - some systems can display STTR as subtitles only

- user interface
  - arranging windows on the user’s desktop is limited
POLYGRAF ONLINE
Features (1)

- to consider the shortcomings of mainstream systems
- to keep all pros of the CoUnSiL 1.0
- an easy setup
- no special requirements for network
Features (2)

Video

- higher framerate for SL interpreter’s video
- one participant can share up to three videos
- more than one participant can share screens at the same time
Features (3)

Speech-to-text Reporting (Captioning)

- input comes from Polygraf Writer app (i.e. made by human transcriber)
- user interface allows to display STTR in a window → multiple lines
- more than one transcript at the same time (e.g. more languages)
Features (4)

User interface

- easy-to-start web application
- user may arrange all the windows within a videoconference (with saving the layout)
- speaking/signing participant’s window enlarges automatically
- each window may be popped out to a separate browser window
Features (5)

Others

- users’ roles: teacher, student, SL interpreter, guest, tech.
- chat (among everybody and individually)
- raising hands
Technology used

- server OS: Linux Ubuntu, Docker
- Node JS – express and .ejs
- OpenVidu platform
  - Kurento media server
  - Redis server
  - Coturn server
everything. And we can provide good service for everyone.

- They can usually choose.

There is really an induction. (??)

- I think I can provide the information (??)

- It depends a lot on the I would say the quality. If our class is... Well-equipped room, good acoustics condition, they don't need to use any equipment. But this is a big room, acoustic is difficult.

- In difficult situations, they are isolated to individual solutions. And there are more technical solutions for that. We usually say that there are other tools that are typically used on individual basis.

For a lot of people, when they meet together, that is reasonable.

- There is induction room. At least in some rooms. But not all of them.

- Yes, that would be the solution. There is no induction room outside in the castle.
Future Outlook

- to improve management of system users and rooms
- to upgrade the Polygraf mobile apps
  - to provide the service on mobile devices and remotely (mainly remote provision of speech-to-text reporting service)
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